
English

Monday 9th November 2020

Overall Objective: To be able to spell some of the Year 5/6 words accurately.
Learning Outcome: I can spell some of the Year 5/6 words accurately. 

What did we look at in our spelling lesson last time?



What did we look at in our spelling lesson last time?

‘ough’ letter string

Can you remember the different sounds ‘ough’ can make?



Year 5/6 spelling words

Today we are going to be learning to spell the following words from the year 5/6 word list:

How many syllables are there in each word? Can you clap them to a partner?

Do you know what each of these words mean? How could you check if you’re unsure?



Read the passage which 
uses each word in a 

sentence. Are there any 
words that you are 

unsure of now?
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Scramble Unscramble

Can you unscramble this word from the 
word list?

nanitce
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Scramble Unscramble

Well done! 

ancient
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Scramble Unscramble

Now, with a partner, choose four more words and scramble the 
letters. You have two minutes to unscramble your partner’s words…

Ready

steady

go!



Year 5/6 spelling words

Let’s look at the first word on our spelling list – accommodate. 

How many syllables does this have? Four

Can you spell the word syllable by syllable?  ac/com/mod/ate

Now copy this word carefully into your book and practise ‘look, say, cover, write, check’. 

Check you have spelt the word correctly. 



Year 5/6 spelling words

Task 1

Using the words from the word list above, complete the following in your books:
1. Read the word aloud.
2. Count the number of syllables.
3. Write the word in your book. 
4. Follow the ‘look, say, cover, write, check’ process. 
5. Check you have spelt the word correctly. 

Blue group only:
6. Write the word into a sentence, demonstrating you know what the word means. 



Year 5/6 spelling words

Task 2
Complete your spelling activities sheet. 



Year 5/6 spelling words

Challenge



English

Tuesday 10th November 2020
SPaG Starter!

Spelling Revision – the ‘shun’ sound

The ‘shun’ sound can be spelt in different ways:    -tion -sion -cian

Add the correct suffix to the words below:

1. musi-
2. invita-
3. fric-
4. mathemati-
5. opti-
6. comple-



English

Spelling Revision – the ‘shun’ sound - ANSWERS

The ‘shun’ sound can be spelt in different ways:    -tion -sion -cian

Add the correct suffix to the words below:

1. musician
2. invitation
3. friction
4. mathematician
5. optician
6. completion



English

Identify features of a successful 
setting description
Overall Objective: To be able to write a setting 
description. 
Learning Objective: I can create a success criteria.

Read through the setting 
descriptions.

What makes them effective 
setting descriptions?

What features can you 
identify?



Identify the features of a setting description.
AMBER
Use the checklist and colour code the 
features. Use a ruler to underline an 
example of each.

GREEN
Glue the setting description into the 
middle of a double page spread. Use a 
ruler to label the features or create your
own key.

BLUE
Glue the setting description into the 
middle of a double page spread. Use a 
ruler to label the features and explain 
the effectiveness of each feature being 
used.

Can you identify any further features?



English

Wednesday 11th November 2020
SPaG Starter!

Punctuation Revision

Where should the commas go in the sentences below?

1. Please bring a packed lunch a swimming costume and a few pens. 
2. While I’m at the gym I listen to my music.
3. On my birthday we went out for lunch. 
4. My best friend who is called Emma lives next door to me. 
5. The boy said the teacher was noisy. 

What is the purpose of the commas in each sentence?



English

Punctuation Revision

Where should the commas go in the sentences below?

1. Please bring a packed lunch, a swimming costume and a few pens. 
2. While I’m at the gym, I listen to my music.
3. On my birthday, we went out for lunch. 
4. My best friend, who is called Emma, lives next door to me. 
5. The boy, said the teacher, was noisy. 

What is the purpose of the commas in each sentence?
1. To separate a list
2. After a subordinate clause
3. After a fronted adverbial 
4. Parenthesis (extra information)
5. To clarify meaning



English

Using senses when describing a setting

Overall Objective: To describe settings in a narrative.
Learning Objective: I can describe settings and create atmosphere effectively by selecting appropriate grammar and 
vocabulary. 

Today we are going to think about using our senses to help us to describe a setting. 

What are our 5 senses? 



Setting

 When you write about 

a setting, you need to 

make sure you use 

lots of description so 

a reader can picture 

themselves there.

 Effective descriptions 

appeal to the senses.



One morning, there was a different smell in the air, and the ship 

was moving oddly, with a brisker rocking from side to side instead 

of the plunging and soaring.  Lyra was on deck a minute after she 

woke up, gazing greedily at the land: such a strange sight, after all 

that water, for though they had only been at sea a few days, Lyra

felt as if they’d been on the ocean for months.  Directly ahead of 

the ship a mountain rose, green-flanked and snow capped, and a 

little town and harbour lay below it: wooden houses with steep 

roofs, an oratory spire, cranes in the harbour, and clouds of gulls 

wheeling and crying.  The smell was of fish, but mixed with it 

came land smells too: pine-resin and earth and something animal 

and musky, and something else that was cold and blank and wild: 

it might have been snow.  It was the smell of the North.

Seals frisked around the ship, showing 

their clown-faces above the water before 

sinking back without a splash.  The wind 

that lifted spray off the white-capped 

waves was monstrously cold, and searched 

out every gap in Lyra’s wolfskin.

SIGHT

HEARING

TOUCH

TASTE SMELL



What can you see, hear, 

smell, feel and taste at a 

birthday party?



What can you see, hear, 

smell, feel and taste at a 

beach?



What can you see, hear, 

smell, feel and taste at a 

barbeque?



What can you see, hear, 

smell, feel and taste at a 

barbeque?

Standing near the hot dog stall, I
could hear the sausages sizzling in
the pan, smell the delicious aroma
of the frying onions and watch the
people queuing like hungry
wolves!



Task AMBER

1. Choose a setting to 

describe. 

2. Stick in your image in 

the middle of your 

page and annotate 

around the picture 

using senses to 

describe. 

3. Write a short 

paragraph (3-4 

sentences) to describe 

your setting using your 

ideas. 

GREEN

1. Choose a setting to 

describe. 

2. Stick in your image in 

the middle of your 

page and annotate 

around the picture 

using senses to 

describe. 

3. Write a paragraph to 

describe your setting 

using your ideas. You 

must also include a 

simile. 

BLUE

1. Choose a setting to 

describe. 

2. Stick in your image in 

the middle of your 

page and annotate 

around the picture 

using senses to 

describe. 

3. Think of a simile, a 

metaphor and 

personification to 

describe the setting.  

4. Write a paragraph to 

describe your setting 

using your ideas. 



English

Thursday 12th November 2020
SPaG Starter!

Grammar Revision - Adverbs

Adverbs describe verbs, adjectives and other adverbs. 

Choose a suitable adverb for the sentences below:

1. The pudding was really ________ .
2. The ballerinas danced ________ across the stage. 
3. I ________ ate my lunch. 
4. He didn’t do ________ well. 
5. Mary ________ broke her mum’s favourite vase. 



English

Grammar Revision - Adverbs

Adverbs describe verbs, adjectives and other adverbs. 

Choose a suitable adverb for the sentences below:

1. The pudding was really tasty.
2. The ballerinas danced elegantly across the stage. 
3. I quickly ate my lunch. 
4. He didn’t do very well. 
5. Mary accidentally broke her mum’s favourite vase. 



What Is Parenthesis?

Parenthesis is the addition of extra information or an afterthought in our 

writing.

It can be a word, phrase or clause marked with brackets, dashes or 

commas.

When a parenthesis is removed, the sentence still makes grammatical 

sense.

e.g. I moved to Sheffield in 2011 (when I was six years old).

still makes sense as:

I moved to Sheffield in 2011.



( )

-

,

Parenthesis Punctuation

There are three possible ways to punctuate parenthesis. 

Can you tell your partner the three possible ways to punctuate 

parenthesis? 

• Commas

• Brackets

• dashes



Spot the Parenthesis

Can you identify the parenthesis in the following sentences? 

The narcissus, daffodil, is a spring plant with yellow petals.

My brother - the one who lives in Australia- is coming over for 

Christmas.

Ramchester won the league today (for the fifth season running).

Remember to only put brackets, dashes or commas around the 

parenthesis itself.

Check that your sentence still makes sense if you didn’t read the part you 

have added the extra punctuation to. 

, ,

- -

( )



Adding Parenthesis

Write sentences about these pictures where you add a parenthesis: 

Ready for action, Superman (wearing his 

trademark red cape) called his friends to 

join him in the fight against evil.

Supergirl

showed the way

– despite being 

completely lost 

– to find the 

villains.



Adding Parenthesis

The Adventures of Beetle Boy

By day, Beetle Boy is a normal boy [hint: what is his name?] who attends a normal 

primary school. But by night, he becomes the toughest superhero the world has ever 

seen [hint: compare him to another superhero] and spends his time fighting 

villains. His shell is so strong [hint: what is his shell made out of?] that he is able 

to withstand anything hitting him [hint: give an example] without even the slightest 

bruising.

If his friends ever realised the amazing powers he has [hint: describe some of his 

powers], Beetle Boy would be asked to show them off every day at school. He 

knows that, as a superhero, he has sworn to keep his super powers a secret [hint: 

explain how this makes him feel] and use them only to protect the world from evil.

Make this story setting more exciting and interesting with the addition of 

parenthesis. There are a few hints but you might want to add your own 

excellent ideas…



Adding Parenthesis Answers

The Adventures of Beetle Boy

By day, Beetle Boy is a normal boy, called Billy, who attends a normal primary 

school. But by night, he becomes the toughest superhero the world has ever seen –

even stronger than Iron Man – and spends his time fighting villains. His shell is so 

strong (possibly made out of space rock) that he is able to withstand anything 

hitting him – even a bullet – without even the slightest bruising.

If his friends ever realised the amazing powers he has (super strength, flying and 

walking up walls being just three of the many), Beetle Boy would be asked to 

show them off every day at school. He knows that, as a superhero, he has sworn to 

keep his super powers a secret, which he doesn’t always find very easy, and use 

them only to protect the world from evil.

Make this story setting more exciting and interesting with the addition of 

parenthesis. There are a few hints but you might want to add your own 

excellent ideas…



Task
GREEN 

For each of these sentences, add parenthesis in the spaces. 

Remember to mark the start and end of your parenthesis with 

brackets, commas or dashes. Very your punctuation; don’t use just 

one! 

 

1. That afternoon the boy __________________________________________ walked 

quickly home.  

2. The woman looked at her watch 

______________________________________________ before setting off on her 

journey.  

3. He gazed out of the window ______________________________________________ 

but all he could see was darkness.  

4. The door __________________________________________ creaked open slowly 

to reveal what was inside.  

5. The children were not allowed to enter 

______________________________________ but they knew they had to.  

 

Now write three sentences of your own about a Brazilian carnival. 

Make sure you include some parenthesis using brackets, commas or 

dashes! 



English

Friday 13th November 2020

SPaG Starter!

Expanded Noun Phrases

Identify the expanded noun phrases in the sentences below:

1. The brightly - coloured parrot flew through the canopy.

2. When he reached the top, the climber stared at the vast, breath-taking view.

3. Under the waves, a stripy fish swam quickly through the waves.

4. At the stables, Sarah chose to ride the horse with a black mane.



English

Friday 13th November 2020

SPaG Starter!

Expanded Noun Phrases

An expanded noun phrase gives more detail about a noun in a simple noun 

phrase.  This is usually done by adding adjectives to describe the noun in the 

noun phrase.

1. The brightly - coloured parrot flew through the canopy.

2. When he reached the top, the climber stared at the vast, breath-taking view.

3. Under the waves, a stripy fish swam quickly through the waves.

4. At the stables, Sarah chose to ride the horse with a black mane.



English

Using senses when describing a setting

Overall Objective: To describe settings in a narrative.
Learning Objective: I can describe settings and create atmosphere effectively by selecting appropriate grammar and 
vocabulary. 

Today we are going to think about using figurative devices, adverbs and adjectives  
to create mood and atmosphere in our settings. 



Gentle waves bubbled over the smooth sand. The sun 

made a lazy start to the morning, stretching its fingers of 

light in stunning streams across the shore. The sun was 

a child slowly waking up to the world. 

A group of tall, fluffy birds softly touched down near the 

shoreline.  They dipped their elegant necks to wet their 

heads before shaking off the pearly beads of water. A 

small, delicate crab scuttled gracefully across the sand 

and the wind tenderly ruffled the sea foam. 

What are the features of the text that gave you clues about 

the atmosphere?



Gentle waves bubbled over the smooth sand. The sun 

made a lazy start to the morning, stretching its fingers of 

light in stunning streams across the shore. The sun was 

a child slowly waking up to the world.

A group of tall, fluffy birds softly touched down near the 

shoreline.  They dipped their elegant necks to wet their 

heads before shaking off the pearly beads of water. A 

small, delicate crab scuttled gracefully across the sand 

and the wind tenderly ruffled the sea foam.

Calm Atmosphere

Personification

Metaphor



Gulls screeched at one another, swooping low over the 

desolate harbour. Rusty boats were being flung 

constantly nearer the sea-worn wall by brutal waves. 

Like a shadowy monster, the fog loamed over the scene 

and the wind roared angrily. Tin cans clattered along the 

dirty street and rain began to lash down. 

What are the features of the text that gave you clues about 

the atmosphere?



Gulls screeched at one another, swooping low over the 

desolate harbour. Rusty boats were being flung 

constantly nearer the sea-worn wall by brutal waves. 

Like a shadowy monster, the fog drifted over the scene 

and the wind roared angrily. Tin cans clattered along the 

dirty street and rain began to lash down. 

Personification

Moody Atmosphere

Simile

Onomatopoeia

Adjectives



Create mood and atmosphere in a carnival  
description; 

AMBER

Complete the sentences by adding 

the features below to develop mood 

and atmosphere.

• Personification

• Similes

• Adverbs and adjectives

Write three sentences to describe 

the carnival costumes using any of 

the features above.

GREEN

Read the passage about the 

carnival.  Add the following features 

to create a mood and atmosphere of 

excitement and celebration.

* Personification

* Simile

* Adverbs and adjectives

Write a description of the carnival 

costumes and include an example of 

personification. 

BLUE
Read the passage about the carnival.  
Add the following features to create a 
mood and atmosphere of excitement 
and celebration.

Personification

Metaphor

Adverbs and adjectives

Continue the passage of writing about 
the carnival and atmosphere of 
celebration, using the features above.





Rio de Janeiro was always a busy place to visit.  However when it was carnival 
time, the city was packed.  People from all over the world came to see the 
processions of dancers, musicians and masked performers parading through the 
streets.   As the carnival began, excitement filled the air.  First, the music started 
up. Next, parades of masked performers passed by.   Children screamed in delight 
and adults cheered and waved

WAGOLL

Rio de Janeiro was always a lively, busy place to visit.  However when it was 
carnival time, the city was packed. Rio embraced all visitors and danced with joy 
throughout the carnival. Excited people from all over the world came to see the 
processions of dazzling dancers, marvellous musicians and colourful masked 
performers parading energetically through the streets.   As the carnival began, 
excitement filled the air.  First, the music started up like a rocket launching into 
Space.  Next, stunning parades of sparkling, masked performers quickly passed 
by.   Children screamed in delight and adults cheered loudly and waved happily.


